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The First Nat'l Bank of Boston v. Bellotti

MR. JUSTICE POWELL delivered the opinion of the
Court.
In sustaining a state criminal statute that
forbids expenditures by appellant banks and business
corporations for the purpose of affecting the vote on
referendum proposals submitted to the voters, the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court

~ld

that the

First Amendment rights of a corporation are limited to
matters that materially affect its business, property, or
assets.

The court rejected appellants' claim that the

statute abridges freedom of speech in violation of the
First and Fourteenth Amendments.

The issue presented in

this context is one of first impression in this Court.

We

postponed jurisdiction of this appeal to consideration of
the merits.

We now reverse.
I

The statute at issue, Massachusetts General

2.

Laws c. 55, §8, prohibits appellants, two national banking
associations and three business corporations,!/ from
making contributions or expenditures "for the purpose of
. • • influencing or affecting the vote on any question
submitted to the voters, other than one materially
affecting any of the property, business or assets of the
corporation."

The statute further specifies that "[n]o

question submitted to the voters solely concerning the
taxation of the income, property or transactions of
individuals shall be deemed materially to affect the
property, business or assets of the
corporation."

A corporation that violates §8 is

punishable by a maximum fine of $50,000; a corporate
officer, director, or agent who violates the section is
punishable by a fine of up to $10,000.~/
Appellants wanted to spend money to publicize
their views with respect to a proposed constitutional
amendment that was to be submitted to the voters as a
ballot question at a general election on November 2,
1976.

The amendment would have permitted the Legislature

to impose a graduated tax on the income of individuals.
After the Attorney General of Massachusetts informed
appellants that he intended to enforce

§

8 against them,

3.

appellants instituted a declaratory judgment action in the
Massachusetts courts to have the statute declared
unconstitutional.

On April 26, 1976, the case was

submitted as an original action to a single justice of the

~

Supreme Judicial Court on anexpedited basis, and a
statement of agreed facts, in order to settle the question
before the upcoming election.

3

Appellants argued that

§

8 violated the First

Amendment, the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses of
the Fourteenth Amendment, and similar provisions of the
Massachusetts Constitution.

They prayed that the statute

be declared unconstitutional on its face and as it would
be applied to their proposed expenditures.

In the

statement of agreed facts, the parties recorded their
disagreement as to the actual effect that the adoption of
a personal income tax would have on appellants'
business:

"There is a division of opinion among

economists as to whether and to what extent a graduated
income tax imposed solely on individuals would affect the
business and assets of corporations."

App. 17.

Appellee

d

did not dispute that appellants' management believe there
A
re.,pecJi vt.
eS 4
would be a significant effect on their, busines ~ .
On September 28, 1976, the full bench of the a--

L!!._irecfed

.tAe

5in..!Jic:.

Jvl,·ce.

-h/

Supreme Jooi-ci-a.J:-Ciur 1 enter~')2udgment upholding the

4.

constitutionality of
1, 1977.

§

8.

An opinion followed on February

As it had done in the previous challenges to the

predecessor of

§

8, see note 3 supra, the court first

questioned whether the statute could be construed not to
proscribe the expenditures appellants desired to make.
The court concluded that it had to address appellants'
constitutional challenge because "[t]he statutory
amendment to

§

8 makes clear that the Legislature has

specifically proscribed corporate expenditures of moneys
relative to this proposed amendment."
Jurisdictional Statement 8.

App. to

This was clear from the

language of the second sentence of

§

8 and the

Legislature's synchronized amendment of

§

8 and approval

of the submission of the ballot question to the voters.
In addressing appellants' constitutional

~

arguments, the Supreme Judicial Court acknowledgedthat

§

8

"operate[s] in an area of the most fundamental First
Amendment activities," Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 14
{1976).

Wieh eAae

i~

min d- 1he court viewed the principal

question to be "whether business corporations, such as
[appellants], have First Amendment rights coextensive with
those of natural persons or associations of natural
persons."

App. to Jurisdictional Statement 11.

It found

its answer in the contours of a corporation's
constitutional right, as a "person" under the Fourteenth

5.

Amendment, not to be deprived of property without due
process of law.

Distinguishing the First Amendment rights

of a natural person from the more limited rights of a
corporation, the court concluded that "whether its rights
are designated 'liberty' or 'property' rights, a
corporation's property and business interests are entitled
to Fourteenth Amendment protection . . . . [A]s an incident
of such protection, corporations also possess certain
rights of speech and expression under the Fourteenth
Amendment."

Accordingly, the court held "that only when a

general political issue materially affects a corporation's
business, property or assets may that corporation claim
First Amendment protection for its speech or other
activities entitling it to communicate its position on
that issue to the general public."

Since this limitation

is "identical to the legislative command in the first
sentence of [§ 8] ," the court concluded that the
Legislature "has clearly identified in the challenged
statute the parameters of corporate free speech."

Id. 13.

The court also rejected appellants' argument that
the second sentence of

§

8 would be invalid as applied to

them because the adoption of an individual income tax
would in fact materially affect their business interests.
See note 4 supra.

It declined to say that there was "no

rational basis for [the] legislative determination" that a

6.

could not materially affect the interests of a
corporation.

Since appellants had not made a sufficient

~

showing, in the court's view,that such a question would
materially affect their interests, their challenge to the
statutory

prohibition ~was rejected. ~

-c:
Adopting a narrowing construction of the

5

statute, the Supreme Judicial Court also rejected

appellan~ argument

that §8

.
~ overbroad.

While

recognizing that the "materially affecting" language might
bear the infirmity of vagueness, the court "note[d] that
the statutory proscription in question here - the
prohibition against corporate expenditures on a referendum
question solely concerning a personal [graduated income
tax] - is both precise and definite."

App. to

Jurisdictional Statement 19 (emphasis in
original).

6

Finally, the court held that

appellants were not denied the equal protection of the
laws. 7/
II

As the 1976 referendum

has been held, and the

proposed constitutional amendment defeated, we are
confronted at the outset with a potential problem of
mootness.
moot.

We conclude nevertheless that the case is not

7.

This appeal falls within the class of
controversies "capable of repetition, yet evading
review".

Southern Pacific Terminal v. ICC, 219 U.S. 498,

515 {1911).

Present here are both elements identified in

Weinstein v. Bradford, 423

u.s.

147, 149 {1975), as

antidotes to a finding of mootness in the absence of a
class action:

"{1) the challenged action was in its

duration too short to be fully litigated prior to its
cessation or expiration, and {2) there [is] a reasonable
expectation that the same complaining party [will] be
subjected to the same action again."
Under no reasonably foreseeable circumstances
could appellants obtain plenary review by this Court of
the issue here presented in advance of a referendum on a
similar constitutional amendment.

In each of the

Legislature's three previous attempts to pass the
graduated income tax amendment, the period of time between
legislative authorization of the proposal and its
submission of the proposal to the voteis has been
approximately 18 months, as it was in this most recent

Y/Eighteen months

attempt.

proved too short a period

of time for appellants to obtain complete judicial

/

review, and there is good reason to believe that
any suit in the future would consume a longer period of

8.

time.

Furthermore, a decision holding that

appellants are constitutionally entitled to make their
expenditures would have to come well in advance of the
election date if appellants would have sufficient
opportunity to communicate their views effectively.
Nor can there be any serious doubt that there is
a "reasonable expectation" that appellants again will be
subject to the threat of prosecution under §8.
v. Bradford, supra.

Weinstein

The 1976 election marked the fourth

time in recent years that a proposed graduated income tax
amendment has been submitted to the Massachusetts voters.
Although appellee suggests that the Legislature may
abandon its quest for a constitutional amendment, such a

1~

course of action seems unlikely.

Appellants will

continue to wish to oppose the constitutional amendment,
and there is every indication that the Attorney General
-H"

will continue to prosecute violations of §8.

~J!V

Compare Nebraska Press Ass'n v. Stuart, 427 U.S. 539, 546
(1976), with Spomer v. Littleton, 414

u.s.,

414

u.s.

514,

521 (1974).
Meanwhile, §8 remains on the books as a complete
prohibition of corporate expenditures related to
individual income tax referenda, and as a

~

restraininginfluence on corporate expenditures concerning

9.

other ballot questions. The heavy criminal penalties of §8
discourage challenge by violation and criminal
prosecution.

The issue presented and the effect of the

challenged statute will persist as the statute is applied
in future elections.

Storer v. Brown, 415

u.s.

724, 737

n. 8 (1974); see American Party v. White, 415 U.S. 767,
770 n. 1 (1974); Rosario v. Rockefeller, 410

u.s.

752, 756

n. 5 (1973); Dunn v. Blumstein, 405 U.S. 300, 333 n. 2
(1972).

The presence of the statute on the books, the

readiness of the Attorney General to enforce it, and the
effect these have on arguably protected speech, all
reinforce our conclusion that this case is not moot.
Accordingly, we address the merits.

III

The court below framed the principal question in
this case as whether and to what extent corporations have
First Amendment rights.

Appellee insists that the First

Amendment rights of a corporation are limited to matters
materially affecting its business, property, or assets in short, matters pertaining directly to the economic

JL/
self-interest of the corporation.

The Supreme Judicial

Court approved this view and commended the Legislature for
identifying and embodying in §8 the exact "parameters" of

10.
corporate First Amendment rights.

Appellants charge that

rather than construing a questionable state statute in
light of constitutional requirements, the court below has
"shaped the Federal Constitution [to conform to] a very
troublesome and uncertain Massachusetts statute."

Brief

for Appellants 32.
We believe that the Supreme Judicial Court posed
the wrong question, which prompted an analysis that led to
an incorrect answer.
We begin with a reformulation of the question.
The First Amendment is a statement of principle,
transformed by inclusion in our Constitution into a
command with the binding force of law.
Madison, 1 Cranch 137, 176-77 (1803).

Marbury v.
The Court has

recognized that interests in liberty, as codified in the
Constitution, are personal rights and enforceable as such,
Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents, 403

u.s.

388

(1971)~

Marbury, supra, and proof of a personal stake in allegedly
unconstitutional action is required to give a party

Warilt v. Se,/din } 'f'lr
standing to complain of it.
States, 394

u.s.

U.S. 257 (1960).

165

(1969)~

~.g.,

1/.S.

J/10 ( /'17~);
v. United

Jones v. United States, 362

But the Constitution often protects

interests broader than those of the party asserting the
right.

The First Amendment, in particular, serves

11.
significant societal interests.

The proper question

therefore is not whether corporations "have" First
Amendment rights and, if so, whether they are coextensive
with those of natural persons.

~~

The question must be
A

whether §8 abridges expression that the First Amendment
was meant to protect. We hold that it does.
A

The speech proposed by appellants is at the heart
of the First Amendment's protection.
"The freedom of speech and of the press
guaranteed by the Constitution embodies at the
least the liberty to discuss publicly and
truthfully all matters of public concern without
previous restraint or fear of subsequent
punishment. . . . Freedom of discussion, if it
would fulfill its historic function in this
nation, must embrace all issues about which
information is needed or appropriate to enable
the members of society to cope with the
exigencies of their period."
Thornhill v. Alabama, 310

u.s.

88, 101-02 (1940).

The

referendum issue that applicants wish to address falls
squarely within this description.

In appellants' view the

enactment of a graduated personal income tax, as proposed
to be authorized by constitutional amendment, would have a
seriously adverse effect on the economy of the state.
note 4, supra.

See

The importance of the issue is not

disputed: but its merits are the subject of sharp
disagreement between the contending factions.
Certain kinds of speech "are no essential part of
any exposition of ideas, and are of such slight social

12.
value as a step to truth that any benefit that may be
derived from them is clearly outweighed by the social
interest in order and morality . • .

II

Chaplinsky v. New

Hampshire, 315

u.s.

568, 572 (1942), quoted in Garrison v.

Louisiana, 379

u.s.

64, 75 (1964).

The speech proposed by

appellants, however, is at the other end of the spectrum.
~

J heir speech concerns an issue of public importance

about which the people must

vote. ~ Underlying

the decision

1is
in New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 264 (1964),

~ an

understanding of the "central meaning of the First

Lthat

Leride

Amendment" ~ gives prif ao¥ of place to such speech,
"speech without which democracy cannot function, without
J...,.

1

\

.

,, Jt,.j

which, in Madison's phrase, 'the censorial power' would be
in the Government over the people and not 'in the people
over the Government.'"

Kalven, The New York Times Case:

A Note on "The Central Meaning of the First Amendment",
supra, at 275.
384

u.s.

~ ~s

the Court said in Mills v. Alabama,

214, 218 (1966), "Whatever differences may exist

about interpretations of the First Amendment, there is
practically universal agreement that a major purpose of
that Amendment was to protect the free discussion of
government affairs."

Freedom of expression has particular

significance with respect to government because

13.
deei signs: el'\ the- -eu ~,~ lt-ar-e--a-R~se of a. ~

t

~i ety=BY e maee .

(/]f_/

Jt1

is here that the state

has a

special incentive to repress opposition and often wields a
more effective power of suppression."

T. Emerson, Toward

a General Theory of the First Amendment 9 {1966).
If the speakers here were not corporations, no
one would suggest that the state could silence their
proposed speech.

It is the type of speech indispensable

to decisionmaking in a democracy.

I bee 1

t

This is

no~less

true

c..

/

~ the spe~h comes from a corporation rather than an

\Y...l-3individual. ~

The inherent worth of the speech in

terms of its capacity for informing the public does not
depend upon the identity of its source, whether
corporation, association, union, or individual.
The court below nevertheless held that corporate
speech is protected by the First Amendment only when it
pertains directly to the corporation's business
interests.

In deciding whether this novel and restrictive

gloss on the First Amendment comports with the
Constit~

and the

e.

pr~cedents

of this Court, we need

not survey the outer boundaries of the Amendment's
protection of corporate

speech~ or

inquire whether limits

)

may be placed on corporate political activity involving
more than the expression of views on a public issue.

14.
Neither need we address the abstract question whether
corporations have the same rights as individuals under the

u.L~
First Amendment.

The question in this case, simply put,
A

is whether the corporate identity of the speaker deprives
this proposed speech of what otherwise would be its clear
entitlement to protection.

We turn now to that question.

B

The constitutional guarantee of freedom of speech

is ~ part

of the "liberty" secured to all

"persons" by the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment.

It has been settled for almost a century that

corporations are persons within the meaning of the
Amendment, Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific R.R.,
118 U.S. 394 (1886); see Covington & Lexington Turnpike
Rd. Co. v. Sandford, 164

u.s.

578

(1896). Incorporation

itself does not deprive an entity of freedom of speech or
of the press,

Grosjean v. American Press Co., 297 U.S.

233, 244 (1936), neither does the fact that a corporation
is engaged in business for profit.
Sullivan, 376

u.s.

New York Times Co v.

254, 266 (1964); Joseph Burstyn, Inc.

-16.
v. Wilson, 343 U.S. 495, 501-02 (1952)

·~ ~ lthough

the

proposition once was doubted, see Valentine v.
Chrestensen, 316

u.s.

52 (1942), even the commercial

character of speech does not necessarily place it beyond
the pale of the Constitution.

Linmark Associates, Inc. v.

Township of Willingboro, 45 U.S.L.W. 4441 (1977); Virginia
State Bd. of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer
Council, Inc., 425

u.s.

748 (1976); Pittsburgh Press Co.

v. Pittsburgh Comm'n on Human Relations, 413
(1973).

u.s.

376

~_j~/~

¥st 1l>e

Su!>£~;-~tfauld

limit a

corporation's protected speech to matters materially
13 ~
affecting its business interests.
This

limitation finds no support in the Constitution itself or
in the decisions of this Court.

~J.&_~
~ry

It is a
t\

creation rather than an identification of the boundaries
of corporate speech etched by the Constitution

itsel ~

:A'
the Legislature's definition of the scope of a
corporation's First Amendment rights ~ ~ in
the language of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Noting that the

First Amendment is applicable to the States through the
Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth, and seizing upon the
observation that corporations "cannot claim for themselves

17.
the liberty which the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees,"
Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 u.s. 510, 535 (1925),
the court concluded that a corporation's First Amendment
~
l rrofer fy r~ykls under f;,t. Four lr.e 11 lh .. f-Hqe,"'k~, . .
rights must derive from its ~ght not to be deprived of~
..property without due process of l aw.

--a--

This is an artificial mode of analysis, untenable
under decisions of this Court.
"In a series of decisions beginning with Gitlow
v. New York, 268 u.s. 652 (1925), this Court held
that the liberty of speech and of the press which
the First Amendment guarantees against abridgment
by the federal government is within the liberty
safeguarded by the Due Process clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment from invasion by state
action. That principle has been followed and
reaffirmed to the present day."
Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson, 343 u.s. 495, 500-01
(1952) (footnote omitted)

(emphasis supplied).

Freedom of

speech, and the other freedoms encompassed by the First
Amendment, always have been viewed as fundamental
components of the liberty safeguarded by the Due Process
Clause, see Gitlow, supra, at 666 (opinion of the Court),
N11 1\ C F v', A/n -r 4 , 3 5'7 U· S· L/'f Cf 1 '-/60 ( /l '> ) ; _/
672 (Holmes, J. dissenting) :L sfomberg v. California, 283

L

u.s. 359, 368 (1931); DeJonge v. Oregon, 299 u.s. 353, 364
(1937); Warren, The New "Liberty" Under the Fourteenth
Amendment, 39 Harv. L. Rev. 431 (1926), and the Court has
not identified a separate source for the right when it has
been asserted by corporations.

See,

~.g.,

Times Film

Corp. v. City of Chicago, 365 u.s. 43, 47 (1961); Kingsley
Pictures Corp. v. Regents, 360 u.s. 684, 688 (1959);

It is not fortuitous that the First Amendment
does not name its beneficiaries specifically, for the
Amendment directs a comprehensive prohibition at the
potential censor without regard to the identity of the
speaker.

This is part of its genius.

Since the basic

principle is that expression is protected regardless of
its source, inquiries into the source of pure speech for
the purpose of deciding whether it is protected must be
the rare exception to the rule.

The Court's analysis in

the many cases sustaining corporations' First Amendment

~claims

has not focused on the nature of the corporate

entity and its entitlement as such to First Amendment
protection.

Rather, the Court has been concerned with,

---

and sought to protect, the expression itself.

-~-c
appellee co~tends

that corporate First

Amendment rights are limited to corporations in the
communications business or corporations through which
individuals express themselves, and the Court below
believed the "materially affecting" theory to be the
conceptual common denominator between appellee's posi
and the precedents of this Court.

It is

materially affecting requirement would have been satisf'ed
in the Court's decisions affording protection to
newspapers,

~.g.,

Grosjean, supra,

New York Times v. Sullivan, supra;

lfp/ss

2/11/78

Rider A, p. 19 (Bellotti)

c
The court below was not unaware of the decisions
of this Court sustaining First Amendment rights of
corporations.

It nevertheless agreed

contention that corpora,:e rights are

~~

communications business or t8 eer~e~ie ~through which
individuals express themselves, and viewed the "materially
affecting" theory as the conceptual common denominator
between appellee's position and the precedents of this
Court.

In short, it is contended that the materially

affecting requirement was satisfied in the Court's
decisions affording protection to newspapers,

~.g.,

York Times v. Sullivan, supra; Grosjean, supra,

New

18.
Joseph Burstyn, supra.
297

u.s.

In Grosjean v. American Press Co.,

233, 244(1936), the Court rejected the very

reasoning adopted by the Supreme Judicial Court and did
not rely on the corporation's property reights under the
r~

Fourteenth Amendment in sustaining

th~ oorporation' ~

e semantic reasoning of the
below would lead logically to the conclusion that
the

protection afforded speech by corporations, or, for

that matter, other artificial persons such as unions and
associations, would differ depending on whether the source
of the alleged abridgment was a state or the federal
government.

'!'his is an nntecable-

pr.QPO&it!f!.t--jhe

view

that the States may have more latitude than Congress to
abridge

freedom of speech has not commanded the assent of

a majority of this Court.
291-92 (1976)
States, 354

See Buckley v. Valeo, 424

u.s.

(opinion of REHNQUIST, J.); Roth v. United

u.s.

476, 500-03 (1957) (Harlan, J.,

dissenting); Beauharnais v. Illinois, 343
(1952) (Jackson, J., dissenting) •

u.s.

250, 288-95

Since the distinction

between liberty and property is non-existent in the First
Amendment itself, it would be anomalous to say that a
corporation's right to freedom of speech under the
Fourteenth Amendment somehow must be linked to that
Amendment's protection of property rights.

20.
magazines,

lt_1;l

2f'

.U\

~.g.,

Time, Inc. v. Hill, 385 U.S. 374 (1967),

qf

J' corporations otherwise engaged in the business of
communication or entertainment,
Inc., 422

u.s.

v. Conrad, 420

~.g.,

Doran v. Salem Inn,

922 (1975); Southeastern Promotions, Ltd.

u.s.

546 (1975); Kingsley Pictures Corp. v.

Regents, 360 U.S. 684 (1959); Joseph Burstyn, supra, ~
the "commercial speech" of business corporations,

!Lf3/

~.g.,

ti.S.

~,-/

Linmark Associates v. Township of Willingboro, ~ U.S.L. ~
~

(1977) , and

W%protected
~

speech of employers in the

context of labor relations, NLRB v. Gissel Packing Co.,
395

u.s.

575, 617-18 (1969);

Power Co., 314 U.S.
o"

NLRB v. Virginia Elec. &

469 ~

but

fu 1\

not the rationale supporting these decisions.

None

of them mentions, let alone attributes significance to the
fact, that the subject of challenged communication
materially affected the corporation's business.
In decisions involving the institutional press,
the Court took into account the identity of the newspaper
or other medium of communication insofar as that identity
entitled the party to the protection of the press clause,
which i s distinct from the guarantee of freedom of
speech.

The press serves a special and constitutionally

recognized role in informing and educating the public,
offering criticism, and providing a forum for discussion
and debate.

Mills v. Alabama, 384

u.s.,

at 219; see Saxbe

21.
v. Washington Post Co., 417
(Powell, J. dissenting).

u.s.

943, 863-64 (1974)

But while the press has been

singled out as specially competent to perform this
function, it is the function itself that entitles the
press to its freedom, not simply the label "press".

Even

if "[t]he newspapers, magazines and other journals of the
country • . • have shed and continue to shed, more light
on the public and business affairs of the nation than any
other instrumentality of publicity", Grosjean v. American

. . . es
Press Co., 297 U.S., at 250, the press

d~

not have a

monopoly on either the ability to enlighten or the First
Amendment.

u.s.,

Cf. Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395

l tl

Q

at 390. II Freedom of speech and of the press~~
)

servants of the same master,
as not to admit of

are

~inextricably

l-ear -dis.tinctjan,

Valeo, 424 U.S., at 51 n. 56.

linked ()

See Buckley v.

To deny appellants the

protection of the First Amendment because they are not
members of the press "might shut off an important outlet
for the promulgation of information and ideas by persons
who do not themselves have access to publishing facilities
- who wish to exercise their freedom of speech even though
they are not members of the press."
Sullivan, 376

u.s.,

at 266.

New York Times Co. v.

Especially at a time when

communication is expensive, see Buckley v. Valeo, supra,

22.

issues are complex, and control of the communications
media is becoming increasingly centralized, see FCC v.
, society can

National Citizens Comm. for Broadcasting,

little afford to have the free flow of potentially
valuable communication from sources other than the
institutional press cut off.

16

To the extent that some decisions involving
corporations in the business of communication or
entertainment,.- the press ar:td sp9ech- Qy-eorpo£-at

employe-rs

a-

are based in part on the First Amendment's role in
fostering individual self-expression, their rationale
()...

cannot handily be applied in the context of speech
business

corporation~on

by~

matters not materially affecting

LJ..s

the corpor~ion' ~business interests.

17

But, as we

have discussed above, the interest in individual self A
expression

~the de.l>elopment

l'tt.tt'ttt-red by

/he. Meotj
t1v.
below

th~F"trst

of individuaL

Amendment ar

exclusive concern. See note

po~ntial

'C)-

not the Amendment's

1.3(supra.

~

Appellee's theory

autA
ignores the equally important concern that the public have
access to discussion, debate, and the dissemination of

l.U
information and ideas.
395

u.s.

Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC,

367, 390 (1969); Stanley v. Georgia, 394

557, 564 (1969); Time, Inc. v. Hill, 385

u.s.

(1967). See also Procunier v. Martinez, 416

u.s.

374, 389

u.s.

396,

--cr--

23.
408-09 {1974}; Kleindeinst v. Mandel, 408 u.s. 753, 762-63
{1972}; Lamont v. Postmaster General, 381 u.s. 301 {1965};
Smith v. California, 361 U.S. 147, 153 {1959}; Terminiello
v. Chicago, 337 u.S. 1, 4 {1949} •
~1

Our recent decisions recognizing the public's
interest, protected by the First Amendment, in receiving
information about commercial as well as political matters
exemplify the point:

The First Amendment goes beyond

protection of the press and the self-expression of
individuals to prohibit government from limiting the stock
of information from which members of the public may draw()
malting eeci!!ioR-S-.

Linmark Associates, supra; Virginia

State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer
Council, Inc., 425 u.s. 748 {1976}.

It is not the fact

that an advertisement is important to a seller's business
that entitles the communication to constitutional
protection;

~ather,

it is

th~ recognition~~eiety

~~
.ft&li a stroll'!',._ interest in the • free flow of

information."

t(l

com~-~
--

Virginia Pharmacy, supra, at 764. /b.It is

somewhat ironic that appellee seeks to reconcile these
decisions with the "materially affecting" concept by
noting that the commercial speaker would "have a direct
financial interest in the speech", Brief for Appellee 19 &
n. 12.

Until recently, the "purely commercial" nature of

... '

--Rider A, p. 20 (Bellotti}
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But the effect on the business of the corporation was not
the rationale supporting any of these decisions.

None of

them mentions, let alone attributes significance to the
~

fact, that the subject

o~challenged

communication

materially affected the corporation's business.

The press

cases emphasized the special; tand consitutionally
recognized role of the press; tin informing and educating
the public, offering criticism, and providing a forum for
discussion and debate.

Mills v. Alabama, 384

see Saxbe v. Washington Post Co., 417
(1974}

(Powell, J., dissenting}.

u.s.

u.s.,

at 219;

943, 863-64

Similarly, the decisons

involving corporations in the business of communication or
entertainment are based on the dual role of the First

-

Amendment in fostering individual self expression and

A

affording access by the public to discussion, debateA and
I

the dissemination of information and ideas.

Red Lion

Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 390 (1969}; Stanley

--

v. S&Jlliv-~J
().<),

1

~

v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 564 (1969}; Time, Inc. v. Hill,
385

u.s.

1fPtnWS

v.

NWI y.,.k,

374, 389 (1967>1.\
•

,

I

~.

s.

(

) ·_/

Nor do our recent commercial speech cases lend
support to
illustrate
beyog ~ the

press and the selfAexpression of individuals

~ yrohibif j•"e,..nmtnt

1z,
~c-k

poblic.

~

i11h~'m~

m"1

M4.W.

Jvm

,piV,r.,A

fnm

J;m; f,"ttJ

1t..

fN,n)lvAc1~

2.

proteet;~ e

.alee
co

societal
.
L
lnterest
in the "free

'b /

flow of

mmercial ln
· f ormation"...!U
.' Virginia State Board of Ph armacy
v • .V1' r~~~~~
· · C't'
onsumer Council I
g1n1a
764 ~l~l~z~e~n~s.~C~~~~~~E£~~
'
nc., 425

u.s. /

l!Jr...!J-1
11 I

.1.

(1976)

~

Linmark A§sociates.! supra.
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ytxf~

A

-lb
~

rJivv,
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~
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41dvuf-ise~
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24.

an advertisement was thought to undermine and

(con-l''rL
(Mort. -lb

its entitlement to the sanctuary of the First Amendment.

no.fes

Valentine v. Chrestensen, 316

M

,.,. If'>

~

v. yirginia, 421
supra.

u.s.

u.s.

52 (1942); see Bigelow

809, 822 (1975); Virginia Pharmacy,

Appellee would invert the debate

by giving

constitutional significance to a corporation's "hawking of

~ ~~e ~/i-;..--u~

wares" whileA
law

4-

~

a bank's expression of opinion on

~(.~ /U"~ bc.~--vf; ..
·

.1

· ·

·

i):s affic&l'ii. JiQ decline to read such a concept into the

a

{

~

W~it_,~
sa
there

I"fl-

Am.Qndme~t r-

41

H3 no support in the First

~
5
~
the Fourteenth Amendment, or the decisions of
A.
"\
~

this CourtA. for the proposition that speech that would

'

otherwise be within the protection of the First Amendment
loses that protection simply because it is spoken by a

L ().. mafe, 1 ~1 effed o" ./
corporation that cannot provel~ its business, ~

or=

~ ~~ld- be- mate-t:icH.ly

~

affeeted by the issue 'i ·~

The materially affecting requirement amounts

to an impermissible prohibition of speech based on its
content.
Section 8 tells a corporation that it may
communicate to the public its views on certain referendum
subjects--those materially affecting its

business~ --

25.
~ ~~~y, ~-assets--but

~
not others. It Asingles out one

kind of ballot question--individual taxation--as a subject
about which corporations may never communicate their
positions to the public.

The Legislature has drawn the

line between permissible and impermissible speech
according to whether or not there is a sufficient nexus,
as defined by the Legislature, between the issue presented
to the voters and the business interests of the speaker.

JY\

What was said in Police Dep't of Chicago v.
Mosley, 408 U.S. 92 (1972), is equally applicable here:
"The central problem with [§8] is that it
describes permissible [speech] in terms of its
subject matter. • . • But, above all else, the
First Amendment means that government has no
power to restrict expression because of its
message, its ideas, its subject matter, or its
content."
Id. at 95; see cases cited therein.

Abhorrence of

censorship is basic to the theory of the First Amendment,
and "[t]he essence of this forbidden censorship is content
.::::;__

control."

Id. at 96.

In the realm of pure speech, -E-fte

;iegislature is constitutionally disqualified from
dictating the subjects about which appellants may or may
not speak and the speakers who may or may not address a

public

issu~~:::~y

where, as here, the;(egislature

seeks to suppress speech in order to give "one side of a
debatable public question • • . a monopoly in expressing

J!V~

its views to the [people]," the First Amendment
is offended unless the suppression is necessitated by
governmental interests of the highest order.

td-t- ~

~~~~~~~
~.

,.·

t

~

8Xk&XKX

If the Legislature may tell business corporations to
~
other
"stick to business", it also
tell X.eligi4!1H.S:/corpo

r

xax.s:xi£kxxaxx.eligiaR; religious, charitable, civic-to stick to their respective"business" when addressing
the public.

26.
IV

The constitutionality of §8's prohibition of the
"exposition of ideas" by corporations

~

ballot quQstien turns on whether it can survive the
"exacting scrutiny applicable to limitations on core First
Amendment rights."

Buckley v. Valeo, 424

u.s., at 44-45.

Especially where, as here, a prohibition is directed at
)'() ~
and Jspeech

speech i tsel~

~ntimately

related

)

to the process of governing, "the State may prevail only
upon showing a subordinating interest which is
compelling,"

Bates v. City of Little Rock, 361

524 (1960); see NAACP v. Button, 371

u.s. 516,

u.s. 415, 438-39

(1963); NAACP v. Alabama ex rel. Patterson, 357 U.S. 449,
463 (1958); Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 530 (1945),
"and the burden is on the government to show the existence
of such an interest."

Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 362

(1976). Even then, the State must employ means "closely
drawn to avoid unnecessary abridgment

"

Buckley,

supra, at 25; see NAACP v. Button, supra, at 438; Shelton
v. Tucker, 364

u.s. 479, 488 (1960).

The Supreme Judicial Court did not subject § 8 to
"the critical scrutiny demanded under accepted First
Amendment and equal protection principles," Buckley,
supra, at 11, because of its view that the First Amendment

27.

~
does not apply to appellants' proposed speech.

rl

Indeed, the exact interests served by §8 are not
identified, let alone discussed, in the court's
~r~
opinion. Appellee nevertheless offers two

principal justifications for the prohibition.

The first

is the State's interest in sustaining the active role of
the individual citizen in the electoral process and the

4a~ivie~B~itizen's

confidence in government.

The second

is the interest in protecting the rights of shareholders
whose views differ from those expressed by management on
behalf of the corporation.

However weighty these

interests may be in the context of ~andidate ~ partisan~
~; ~

elect ions, they ~ e e~e;}not implicated in the
present context

o~

served at all, or in the least

restrictive manner, by the prohibition in §8.
A

Preserving the integrity of the electoral
process, preventing corruption, and "sustain[ing] the
active, alert responsibility of the individual citizen in
a democracy for the wise conduct of government"
· are interests of the highest importance.

s ~~

Buckley, supra:

United States v. United Automobile Workers, 352 U.S. 567,
570

(1957): United States v. CIO, 335

u.s.

106, 139 (1948)

(Rutledge, J., concurring); Burroughs v. United States,

28.
290 U.S. 534 (1934).

Preservation of the individual

citizen's confidence in government is equally important.
Buckley, supra, at 27; Civil Service Comm'n v. Letter
Carriers, 413 U.S. 548, 565 (1973).

/

These interests,

however, are not served by the part of §8 challenged

a<

;..there. They are not served because the dangers the

~

statute is

i-n the

eent~t

Y0__
-8lf

corporate QO:rAtJdl:n"

illu S::: 0:5-

.I\

purpose of influencing the vote on a ballot question.
The State's interest in preventing corruption of the

):. hok otrl
~
f) om

electoral process, undue influence on the voters, and

1

c.

<J.J_

;

·I

deterioration of the individual's confidence in government
are minimal when the object of the expenditures is the
communication of views on a referendum question.

'S.

tlt

In the context of the election of candidates t
political office, there exists a substantial government 1
interest in preventing corruption in the form of the
creation of political obligations on the part of electe
officials in favor of special interests.

A motivating

force behind the electoral reforms promoted at the turn
this century was the conviction th

t

corporate

contributions to candidates or parties w re subverting
integrity of the electoral process by obligating the
people's representatives "to reciprocate by favoring the

he

29.
special interest of the contributor rather than
representing the will of the entire electorate."

27

This interest in stemming corruption is not present in

this case~ The thought

---,
that speech on public issues mig

I

I
be thought to "corrupt" the electoral process is alien t
a society whose fundamental law includes the First

The

interest here is not in
!\

preventing corruption but in preventing corporations from
exerting an undue influence on the voters in a
referendum.

In the context of a candidate election, undue

influence might resemble corruption and pose a similar
threat to the integrity of the process.

In a referendum,

however, having an "undue influence" on the voters is
almost a meaningless concept.

At most, it would mean

having a "disproportionate" voice in the discussion of
public issues.

But we noted only recently that "the

concept that government may restrict the speech of some
elements of our society in order to enhance the relative
voice of others is wholly foreign to the First Amendment

"

Buckley, 424

u.s.,

at 48-49.

Appellee contends, however, that the State's
interest in sustaining the active role of the individual
citizen by preventing the undue influence of corporations

30.
is especially great with respect to referenda.

This is

said to be true because referenda involve the direct
participation of the people in the lawmaking process. ,
[referenda] from
interference,

in

sustaining

, alert role for the individual

"

Brief for Appellee 4-5.

Corporate advertisements certainly may influence
voters in a referendum.

That would be their purpose, and

normally one wholly compatible with the First Amendment.
~~~
}that advoc gcy may / be successful with the electorate is

hardly a reason to suppress it:

The Constitution

"protects expression which is eloquent no less than that
which is unconvincing."
Regents, 360

u.s.,

Kingsley Pictures Corp. v.

at 689.

Not only are the people entitled to ventilation
of all points of view; in our democracy, they are
entrusted with the responsibility for judging and
evaluating the relative merits of conflicting positions.
Far from inviting greater restriction of speech, the
direct participation of the people in a referendum
increases the need for "the widest possible dissemination

31.
of information from diverse and antagonistic sources."
Sullivan, 276 U.S., at 266 (quoting Associated Press v.
United States, 354

u.s.

, 484 (

));

United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919)

see Abrams v.

(Holmes, J.,

dissenting); Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 395

u.s.,

at 390.

~w:---

~Adanger

that the

peopl ~ l

~
ft;;=be able t

~~

~~
information and arguments put ferth by

1()V

/f

if

-\ur'h;d

the.

.~ .9j--~~ ~

) appellants Ais a danger inherent in our

1a~k

~

system. 28
[ins~ seAtence].... The First Amendm; ~

vHi.ntde

j~ djme."1 I
ffrev f le.
tJ,e;r b,J,~

~ 0 vet n

I

~

rejects the "highly paternalistic approach" of

8 which restrict what the people may

1,, '

danger that
be
silence."

alifornia,

are wealthy and

~

~r

powerf 1, and

~Ra~e

other points

~ The great influence of corporations

Aaega• ieAtheir views may drown out

n referenda, says appellee, "has inevitably undercut
'ndividual citizen's

/
conf~~e

an still make a different."

that as an individual

Brief for Appellee

there has been no showing that the relative

---

corporations has been overwhelmingAor even significant, i
)

lfp/ss

2/11/78

Rider A, p. 31 (Bellotti)

and powerful, and that their views may drown out other
um~ tfu.. ;,dividwJ..

democratic process.

But there has been no showing that the

relative voice of corporations has been overwhelming or
even significant in influencing referenda in
~~.M'"
Massachusetts, let alone that there has been any

~

t4
threat toh citizen(,61 confidence in

~

government ~

appellee's arguments were supported by record

or legislative findings that corporate advocacy threatened
to undermine democratic

processe~

rather

Amendment interests, these

.
than ~st

thereby

~

arguments would merit serious weight in the balancing of
First Amendment rights.
FCC, 390 U.S., at 395.

Cf. Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v.

32.

31
influencing referenda in Massachusetts, let alone
that there has been any threat to citizens' confidence in
32

overnment.
If based on record or legislative findings that
orporate advocacy threatened imminently to rob the
/citizenry of its ability to govern, and thereby defeated
rather than served the interests of the First Amendment,
appellee's argument might merit weight in the balancing of
lFirst Amendment rights against

interests.

~sserted state

Cf. Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC, 390
But "[o]nly the gravest abuses, endangering

paramount interests, give occasion for permissible
limitation," Thomas v. Collins, 323

u.s.

516, 531 {1945),

and Massachusetts has not even attempted to demonstrate
such abuses.

"A restriction so destructive of the right

~ [ ~s

§

&]

of public discussio j(' without greater or more imminent
danger to the public interest than existed in this case,
is incompatible with the freedoms secured by the First
Amendment."

Id. at 537; compare Wood v. Georgia, 370 U.S.

375, 388 {1962).

~

1 e g is 1 at i ve act ion , the Leg is 1 at u r e

1

.,...

.\tiW1<:0)..l;YHl:Edlt)-rn't(o)1L:-ti11Ie~e:~drttl(J"' (J-

~pocat-e epeeeh comple-tely, n

e

_j

were abuses necessitating

Ln
could

t

lf .

restrictions byond ~~ clearly nece~ary to correct

/

the abuse.

"

..L-

)

33.

~I

~

~~~

rtu_ 5 ~ A"ii

'

,

Z!2$ '

=-

c

;

a

~~

The Sta±9 La interest in protecting shareholders

L_bot~/
isi legitimate and
state law.
33
(1975).

by

§

~

~rticularly
u.s.

Cort v. Ash, 422

within the province of

~~

66, 82-84

The asserted furtherance of this interest

a~~~

8 is belied, however, by the

-

the

/\

~
,.,.,..
statute, which~ both unde ~- and ove t, -- inclusive.

~ddit- ;on 1

~

/~

Sft~fe. h()~ fCli/ed lb
n
ther~re means of achieving

tAe

~

f0J /

·;;t__..
~~jective

~ restrictive of First Amendment

that would be

rights.

In view of

the statute's almost haphazard protection of shareholders
who disagree with the views expressed by management on
behalf of the corporation, this declared purpose is an
implausible justification for

§

8.

The unde ; inclusiveness of the
A
maoi~

in several

ceAtrib~t~as

res~.

statut~-~

Corporate

~

expenditures~~

with respect to a referendum re prohibited,
1\

while corporate activity with respect to the passage or
defeat of legislation is permittedfa nd tr-aditiortrlly

eeen assumed to

3/
note

-tt-

supra.

be--GG~-it:-u-tienall:y pl.'&t-ee-~

h·~---

See

Lseet.,, ".1 }j /
The legislaturei is unconcerned with

shareholders who disagree with the positions taken by
management in lobbying, even though corporations
presumably engage in lobbying more often than they take

34.
questions submitted to the voters.

positions

o1iiblt --acorporation from publicizing

does

olders or employees, even though a

views

issenting shareholder m ght object

~qHall~o

this use of

L ~vesrment ~----------t-------------------------------~
rohibit a corporation from

§8

~ its

~

1i E;a os lons as it is

~comes . . ,h
$

1

n

views

if

public issue e.o the puh 1 i s

~the

though the

subject

of~eferen

,

q;.~

~~ ~

i!IIP~~f.t,;h::~~

r::::._ ~~- k-~~~
7
I
.

shareholde ~ is ~ the- sam ~

_.

The fact that a particular kind of ballot
question has been singled out for special treatment
undermines the likelihood of a genuine state interest in
protecting shareholders. It indicates instead that the
~r.for,.,-fio/15 /

Legislature was ~ pQe4ally concerned with silencing s:[eeh -ron

~deed,

appellee has conceded that "the

A

legislative and judicial history of the statute indicates
. . . that the second crime was 'tailor-made' to prohibit
corporate campaign contributions to oppose a graduated

r<

income tax amendment."

Brief for Appellee

~Finally,

pplication of the statute to certain kinds of entities
)
that have shareholders but not others, such as
Massachusetts business trusts, real estate investment
trusts, and non-profit corporations, undermines the
plausibility of the State's purported concern.
{

'

The

the

lfp/ss

2/13/78

Rider A, p. 34 {Bellotti

Moreover, the fact that §8 is limited to banks and business
corporations is not without relevnce.

Excluded from its

provisions and criminal sanctions are entities or organized
groups in which numbers of persons may hold an interest or
membership, and which often have resources comparable to
those of large corporations.

Thus / 'the exclusion of

Massachusetts b ~ess trusts, real estate investment

trusts, labor

unions~ and

other associations;r'u ndermines the

1

-

plausibility of the state's purported

-

tl.t..

who happen to be stockholders

l~
corpora t ions.L

i ~ banks

in §8'./

concer~,f~~ ; :rs.ons 1
1\

and

+HH'l in~es

'"Y'

35.
suggestion of the court below that these entities "[do]

/

not present the type of problem in this area presented by

~I

general business corporations", see note A

supra, simply

I

reflects the fact that the Legislature's true concern was
with the "harmful" effects of corporate speech and not the
POtection of snarefiolders.
The overinclusiveness of the statute is
f\

demonstrated by the fact that

§

8 would prohibit a

corporation from supporting or opposing a referendum

d:v

~~

proposal even if~ shareholders ~ uthorized th~

31.fj
contribution or expenditure.

~ orne

'
requirement of

shareholder approval of corporate expenditures now
prohibited by

§

8 surely would be a more effective a

less restrictive means of furthering this purported
the shareholders
(A.

to decide whether

~

corporation should engage in debate

on public issues, on specific occasions or as a general

princ~A corporation's

~a~would

shareholdeJ -

be free to include a general prohibition in the
corporation's

In addition

to the

/
shareholder's intra-co porate remedies, the j udicia l
remea; ; l o~ the

~ema1n

der~vative

su it or the ult r a vires act

available for challenging corporate

disbursements alleged to have been made in the person

lfp/ss

Rider A, p. 35 {Bellotti

2/13/78

The shareholders of a corporation, acting through
their power to elect the Board of Directors or to insist
upon protective provisions in the corporation's charter,
normally are presumed competent to protect corporate
interests of the kind here at issue.
shareholder

rfl.-

int ~ -corporate

In addition to

remedies, minority stockholders

have access to the judicial remedies of a derivative suit

I iD <.hAll..~ I

or an ultr~ vires action ;"al ~A~ i~ corporate
disbursements alleged to have been made for improper

~
corporate purposes or merely to
of management.

further~ personal

interests

36.

interests of management

~ther

than the interests of the

-

/ corporation.

protection of shareholders
is a "compelling" interest under the circumstances of this
case, we

~b~

.I\

aisocrR;:::;& "substantially relevant

correlation between the governmental interest asserted and
the State's effort" to prohibit appellants from speaking.
Shelton v. Tucker, supra, at 485.

@]----

Because §8 prohibits protected speech in a manner

~~ftcompelling
invalidated.

State interest, it must be

The judgment of the Supreme Judicial Court

is reversed and

rema~ded

for further

proce~dings

inconsistent with this opinion.

It is so ordered.

not

FOOTNOTES
1.

Appellants are The First National Bank of

Boston, New England Merchants National Bank, the Gillette
Company, Digital Equipment Corp., and Wyman-Gordon Company
2.

Mass. Gen. L. c. 55, §8, provides (with

emphasis supplied):
No corporation carying on the business of a bank,
trust, surety, indemnity, safe deposit,
insurance, railroad, street railway, telegraph,
telephone, gas electric light, heat, power,
canal, aqueduct, or water company, no company
having the right to take land by eminent domain
or to exercise franchises in public ways, granted
by the commonwealth or by any county, city or
town, no trustee or trustees owning or holding
the majority of the stock of such a corporation,
no business corporation incorporated under the
laws of or doin business in the commonwealth and
no officer or agent acting 1n behalf of any
corporation mentioned in this section, shall
directly or indirectly give, pay, expend or
contribute or promise to give, pay, expend or
contribute, any money or other valuable thing for
the purpose of aiding, promoting or preventing
the nomination or antagonizing the interests of
any political party, or influencing or affecting
the vote on any question submitted to the voters,
other than one materially affecting any of the
property, business or assets of the corporation.
No question submitted to the voters, solely
concerning the taxation of the income, property
or transactions of individuals shall be deemed
materially to affect the property, business or
assets of the corporation. No person or persons,
no political committee, and no person acting
under the authority of a political committee, or
in its behalf, shall solicit or receive from such
corporation or such holders of stock any gift,
payment, expenditure, contribution or promise to
give, pay, expend or contribute for any such
purpose.
"Any corporation violating any provision of
this section shall be punished by a fine of not
more than fifty thousand dollars and any officer,
director or agent of the corporation violating
any provision thereof, shall be punished by a
fine of not more than ten thousand dollars or by
imprisonment for not more than one year, or both."
3.

This was not the first challenge to §8.

The

legislative and judicial history of the provision has been
a troubled one.

Its successive reenactments have been

N-2
linked to the Legislature's repeated submissions to the
voters of a constitutional amendment

that would allow the

enactment of a graduated tax.
The predecessor of§ 8, Mass. Gen. L. c. 55, §7,
was first challenged in Lustwerk v. Lytron, Inc., 344
Mass. 647, 183 N.E. 2d 871 {1962).

Unlike § 8,

§ 7 did

not dictate that questions concerning the taxation of
individuals, or could not satisfy the "materially
affecting" requirement.

The Supreme Judicial Court

construed § 7 not to prohibit a corporate expenditure
urging the voters to reject a proposed constitutional
amendment authorizing the Legislature to impose a
graduated tax on corporate or personal income.
After Lustwerk the Legislature amended § 7 by
adding

the sentence:

"No question submitted to the

voters concerning the taxation of the income, property or
transactions of individuals shall be deemed materially to
affect the property, business or assets of the
corporation." Acts of 1972, c. 458.

The statute was

challenged in 1972 by four of the present appellants; they
wanted to oppose a referendum proposal similar to the one
submitted to and rejected by the voters in 1962. Again the
expenditure was held to be lawful.
Attorney General, 362 Mass. 570,

First Nat'l Bank v.
N.E.2d

{1972).

N-3

The most recent amendment was enacted on April
28, 1975, when the Legislature further refined the second
sentence of

§

8 to apply only to ballot questions "solely"

concerning the taxation of individuals. Acts of 1975,
c. 151.

Following this amendment, the Legislature on May

7, 1975, voted to submit to the voters on November 2,
1976, the proposed constitutional amendment authorizing
the imposition of a graduated personal income tax.

As

appellants wished to oppose this proposal, they instituted
the instant action for a declaration that §8 is
unconstitutional.
4.

As they are involved in substantial business

activities in Massachusetts, appellants alleged that the
adoption of a graduated personal income tax would

materially affect their business in a variety of ways,
including, in the words of the court below,
"discouraging highly qualified executives and
highly skilled professional personnel from
settling, working or remaining in Massachusetts;
promoting a tax climate which would be considered
unfavorable by business corporations, thereby
discouraging them from settling in Massachusetts
with "resultant adverse effects" on the plaintiff
banks' loans, deposits, and other services; and
tending to shrink the disposable income of
individuals available for the purchase of the
consumer products manufactured by at least one of
the plaintiff corporations."
App. to Jurisdictional Statement 4-5.
5.

The court stated that §8 would not prohibit

the publication of "in-house" newspapers or communications
to stockholders containing the coporation's view on a
graduated personal income tax; the participation by
corporate employees, at corporate expense, in discussions
or legislative hearings on the issue; the participation of
corporate officers, directors, stockholders, or employees
in public discussion of the issue on radio or television,

a~ws

conferences, or through statements to the press or

"similar means not involving contributions or expenditures
of corporate funds"; or speeches or comments by employees
or officers, on working hours, to the press or a chamber

~A

11,-

'~ r

,, etnli

e~r

v;lvA

;,

J d
~'.J ~

he

{ ' 1
!'

I

I"'''(\~

e no

);

(

f

r

of commerce.

~

~
d
"'
fJ_
I

The
·- court-also reasoned that appellants'
0
......---6

haracter ization of the second sentence of

§

8 as an

irrebuttable evidentiary presumption was incorrect.

I

I

.. 1 J
.. ct'V'-"-b\;
\' (..r ;nv..v
tl

Rather than conclusively presuming a fact necessary to

be

convict under the first sentence of

~

JJ

'

{Of\0

fI

J( J )

.J t
f))

I

•

l
t

jY\

I

§

8, the second
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The Court also rejected appellants' argument

that the second sentence of §8 was an irrebuttable
evidentiary presumption violative of constitutional

Lbnader' /

.J:

In view of our ~a~ holding that the First

rights.

Amendment rights of a corporation are not limited to
matters affecting its business interests, we do not reach

J

iS$1U. •/

this

'Q t

Ag ._.91ilateRe of appEllaR'e._

N-4

-- ------ -- -- -

--------

ence creates the separate crime of making a corporat
the vote on a ballot question
concerning tax
th~ ourt

already had held was a rational, and therefore

alid, prohibitio~n~·~------------------------------1
7.

Appellants argued that §8 must be subjected

to strict scrutiny because the fundamental right of
freedom of speech is implicated.

t

Having concludedthat a

corporation lacks rights under the First Amendment except

~J.., #,d
as incidental to its property rights tlRder the

:.ft:~~r:z:-~~

a! e

~~GYebQ~

fl,ost.

r~llf5

E~r~eent ~

by §$, the court

held that §8 need be subjected only to "the traditional
scrutiny involving economic matters."

~

court~ Gen~eeg

)-

tAat the

a J:at:iGnal -bas-i-s.
disposition

f

o~

On that basis the

classification ~

See note 22, infra.

Because of our

appellants' First Amendment claim, we need

not address their not insubstantial argument that §8
denies them the equal protection of the laws.
8.

The proposal to amend the Constitution was

approved for placement on the November 1962 ballot on
March 29, 1961; for placement on the November 1968 ballot
on May 10, 1967; for placement on the November 1972 ballot
on May 12, 1971; and, most recently, for placement on the
November 1976 ballot on May 7, 1975.

N-5
9.

Appellants filed suit on April 9, 1976,

almost a year after the Legislature approved the
constitutional amendment for submission to the voters.

~

Appellee's observation that appellants could
suit almost a year earlier misses the point.

It took mor

than 18 months for appellants to reach this Court, and the
same would have been true if the suit had been filed the
day the proposal passed the Legislature.

!f mvs-1 bt. rua// td /l,d
was submitted on an expedited
to a single justice of the Supreme Judicial Court on an
statement of facts.

In view of the SPpHam e--z,--

Court's holding that appellants could not sue
in attacking the validity of the second sentence of §8
without proving that they would be materially affecte

u.~ . Der' t
Co

/1) Ill

of

the adoption of a graduated personal income tax, a fu 1

e((t J ~ v( ea.u,
trial of this issue of fact would be necessary in any

ot Me Ce,. S:J.$)
l;tt~.ie

Ia~

·

by

~over nme

1

Co J/ecJi onS
~ 13/ )
11 'I)-A( lf77 .

~
irnrose ~JtA d<Jcdt.. d..

Several
fe01.

1

l Well

~-

rn~ or i ly o.f "
'Ph.i i ty-six state ~ and the District of

ovn

5

on cor por JL

AJvi')O'J

inc.on1e .

Comm'

uture litigation challenging §8.

11

on

L ; ersor.~l

Columbia~ impose graduatedl income taxes.

r- /: ~

We are informed that the Attorney General

also has threatened one of the appellants with prosecution

J,,ter JOve nmetlfi\ I

Rei ~o"s J J!.
s;Jn' f, ca..n1

fecJww.;

o( Fl.Sc61 1

Fedet t\li sm aIT~~~
( 1'1'7>- 77

eJ) _}

under §8 for an expenditure made in support of a local
referendum proposal concerning a civic center.
Appellant 22 n. 7, A-1.

Brief for

JJ.

~ Appellee's

alternative contention, that corporations

not in the communications business have no First Amendment
rights, was correctly rejected by the Massachusetts court.
See,

~'

U.S.

Linmark Associates v. Township of Willingboro,
(1977); NLRB v. Gissel Packing Co., 395 U.S.

575 (1969); NAACP v. Button, 371 U.S.

(

)

.

the infirmities of the "materially
affecting" limitation on corporate freedom of speech
applies a fortiori to the contention that corporations
may be silenced entirely.

N-6

JY d.

The individual's interest in self-expression

r-- is a separate concern of the First Amendmen ~: ee G.
Gunther, Constitutional Law 1044 {9th ed. 1975); T.
Emerson, The System of Freedom of Expression 6 {1970),
Ltt lfho v.JA ----~ the two often converge~ The Court has proclaimed,

however, that "[s]peech concerning public affairs is more
than self-expression; it is the essence of
self-government."
74-75 {1964).

Garrison v. Louisiana, 379

u.s.

64,

And self-government suffers when the

government suppresses competing views on public issues
"from diverse and antagonistic sources."
v. United States, 326

u.s.

1, 20 {

York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376

13

.l-4'.

u.s.

Associated Press

) , quoted in New
254, 266 {1964).

The Massachusetts court did not go so far as

to say that corporations have only those rights,
constitutional or otherwise, granted them by the State.
It recognized that such an extreme position could not be
reconciled either with the many decisions holding state
laws invalid under the Fourteenth Amendment when they
infringe protected speech by corporate bodies,

~.g.,

Linmark Associates, Inc. v. Township of Willingboro,
U.S.

{1977); Time, Inc. v. Firestone, 424 U.S. 448

{1976); Doran v. Salem Inn, Inc., 422 U.S. 922 {1975);
Southeastern

Promotio~,
f\

Ltd. v. Conrad, 420

u.s.

546

N-7
(1975); Cox Broadcasting Corp. v. Cohn, 420 U.S. 469
(1975); Miami Herald Publishing Co. v. Tornillo, 418

u.s.

241 (1974); New York Times Co. v. United States, 403

u.s.

u.s.

713 (1971); Time, Inc. v. Hill, 384
York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376

u.s.

374 (1967); New

254 (1964); Kingsley

Int'l Pictures Corp. v. Regents, 360 U.S. 684 (1959);

u.s.

Joseph Burstyn, Inc. v. Wilson, 343

495 (1952), or

with decisions affording corporations the protection of
constitutional guarantees other than the First Amendment.
~-~.,United

States v.

Martin Linen Supply, 45 U.S.L.W.

4337 (1977) (Fifth Amendment double jeopardy); G. M.
Leasing Corp. v. United States, 45 U.S.L.W. 4098, 4102-03
(1977) (Fourth Amendment) .
In cases where corporate speech has been denied
the shelter of the First Amendment, there is no suggestion
that the reason was because a corporation rather than an
individual or association was

involved.~.~.,

American Mini Theatres, Inc. 427

u.s.

Young v.

50 (1976);

Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Comm'n on Human
Relations, 413

I

u.s.

5

376 (1973); Kingley Books, Inc. v.
/1

Brown, 354 U.S. 436 (1957).
True, the corporate identity of the party
asserting the right has been determinative in several
decisions denying corporations certain constitutional

N-8

rights, such as the privilege against self-incrimination,
Wilson v. United States, 221

u.s.

361, 382-86 (1911),

equality with individuals in the enjoyment of a right to
privacy, California Bankers Ass'n v. Shultz, 416
(1974); United States v. Morton Salt Co., 338

u.s.

u.s.

21

632,

651 (1950), and freedom of association, Bell v. Maryland,
378

u.s.

226 (1964).

But this is not because the States

are free to define the rights of their creatures without
constitutional limit, or else corporations would be denied
the protection of all constitutional guarantees, including
due process and the equal protection of the law.

Certain

"purely personal" guarantees, like the privilege against
self-incrimination, are unavailable to corporations, as
well as other organizations such as labor unions, because
the "historic function" of the particular guarantee is
limited to the protection of individuals.

See United

States v. White, 322 U.S. 694, 698-701 (1944).

Whether or

not a particular guarantee is "purely personal" or is
unavailable to corporations for some other reason depends
on the nature, history, and purpose of the particular
constitutional provision.

~

11.

li;J~
15.

Compare Hague v. CIO, 307 U.S. 496, 518

(1939) (opinion of Stone, J.), with NAACP v. Alabama ex
rel. Patterson, 357

.,

u.s.

449 (1958); NAACP v. Button, 371

::u-c::iin-g-that aR corporation s
extend only to

co stitutional rights

axexlimixeaxx~/those

incidental to

property

interest~are

"Having

voluntarily accepted the benefits that go with

limited by its corporate charter.

corporate form, corporations must also accept the restrictions
placed on their • • • use of their funds largely accumulated
Attellee. tf .
~.. (.;:
because of the privileges granted by the State." :iHxxix 8 .

...,.. ,~

The mere fact that a corporation is a creature of
~~~

state law does not

~e

the

State~

lieense to impose

unconstitutional conditions on the grant of a corporate
charter.

This would place xkexxkimx corporations at the

'&1~

nate. 1'1

Constitution

this

jiJfCA, •

Appellee's contention amounts to the view that
nsofar as corporations are concerned, "courts must close
on the constitution, and see only the law."
V.

Madison, lxgXBR£R 5 U.S.;xaxxlxxx 137, 177 (1803 •

Appellee's argument not only is mistaken_; ~ """{_f
inapplicable to two of the appellants.

National banks

are creatures of federal law and instrumentalities of the
federal government.

(4 Wheat.) 316 (18

McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S.

);

se~chie

, Banks and Banking ch. 15,

§

1, at 4 (1973).

The authority of the States to

regulate national banks is quite limited.

Id. § 5.

N-9
16.

If we were to adopt appellee's suggestion

communication by corporate members of the

-~~

~

institutional press is entitled to greater constitutional

't/
protection than the same communication by appellants, the
result would not be responsive to the instrumental purpose
of the First Amendment.

' )·

~

~?
\VI
~ JtP/V

~~

Certainly there are voters in

Massachusetts, concerned with such economic issues as the
tax rate, employment opportunities, and the ability to
attract new business into the State and to prevent
established businesses from leaving, who would be as
interested in hearing appellants' views on a graduated tax
as the views of publications whose usual fare is sports,
gardening, or erotica.

ff A voter

might be interested in

L v1ew~

hearing a corporation's ~not only because of their
LJ;~YI1_/

ability to persuade, but also in order tol what action the

Lr f''>_f u1 5 e -fv /
corporation might take in view

f

in the State's economic structure.

the prospect

J

a change

If corporations

d

perceive that the institution of a graduated personal
1\

Lw~uld

income tax ~ create a less favorable business climate
in Massachusetts, that perception - whether founded or not

~~t/

- ~ affect

their decisions on expanding or even

maintaining their operations in the State.

The electorate

is entitled to be apprised of the concerns of corporations
before, not after, voting on the constitutional

N-10

r amendment.

"[P]ublic debate must not only be unfettered;

it must also be informed."
417

Saxbe v. Washington Post Co.,

u.s. 843, 862-63 (1974) (Powell,

J., dissenting).

Yet

under appellee's interpretation of the Court's decisions,
any "media" corporation could claim constitutional
protection for its views on any subject, no matter how
little it might contribute to informed public debate,
while appellants would have to prove a material effect

$

ontheir business interests.

~~ These

decisions

recognize~ as

appellee

)

contends, that individuals do not abandon their interest
in expressing themselves when they participate in a
corporate venture,

and that the corporation through which

individuals present themselves to the public legitimately
may assert the individuals' rights.

Cf. NAACP v. Alabama,

357 U.S. 449, 458-59 (1958). While the assumption that
corporations possess no legitimate interest in
self-expression may prove justified with respect to large,
publicly-held corporations, it is not as clear that a
small corporation, wholly owned by a single shareholder,
several shareholders, or members of a family, would not
have a legitimate interest in self-expression.

It might

be difficult to distinguish its First Amendment interests

ff•

lfp/ss

2/11/78

Jb. ~

Rider A, p. N-10 (Bellotti

In emphasizing the societal interest and the

fact that the rationale of these cases did not turn on the
C ffect upon the "speaker's" business interests, we do not
say that such interests may not be relevant or important in
a different context.

There may be, for example, equal

protection implications in some circumstances.

We

Qim~ly ~

express no view on such questions.

Note to Nancy:

~

This new note 17 should keyed, as indicated
~

in pen, at the end of the paragraph on page 23 of the
text.

Also, as I have indicated, I would omit - at this

time - your present notes 16 and 17 (N-9, N-10) as
peripheral.
rebuttal.

Keep them in your file for possible use in

N-11

from those of an individual or an unincorporated
association.

--

We express no view on this question.
matter, corporations may

choose to speak only about matters materially affecting
their interests, as perceived by management and the
stockholders.

Appellants

be ~certainly

believe that the

imposition of a graduated personal income tax in
Massachusetts will have such an effect:

They have

documented their beliefs as to the potential consequences
of adoption of a graduated tax, see note 4 supra, and they
have expended substantial funds in litigation to free
themselves of the statutory restriction.

;;o ~ 1~ he

~

Oil~
11,e. ,

First Amendment

JL

commands~hat

the

decision whether to engage in public discussion be made by
he responsible parties within the corporation -

whether

anagement, the shareholders, or both - not by the

!Ride(]

j:"
L...F-'----(;1-dd_,-=-rf, oru 1 1if
Legislature.

tven ~ management or the stockholders believed
L or # t fl. . f bl /c. w c) Id b /) { I I ./
that the corporation's interests would be affected
I)

11-.

( I

f

VI

(Oh}lr) () tl .I (('If I 0() )

~they wou ld have to act at their peril in
authorizing an expenditure. ~ / materially affectin~

~~

standard ts so va9ue and uncertain th.t it would be
~

difficult to predict whether a particular communication
would pass

the~test

in the eyes of a judge or jury.

In

lfp/ss 2/11/78

Rider a, p. N-12 (Bellotti)

As the facts in this case illustrate, see ___ , supra,

~~nagement~~~er

be sure whether a court

~
ulsagree
~

with its judgment as to the effect upon the corporation's
~

business of

~
~

particular referendum issue.

N-12
the instant case, appellants had to prove the essentially
unprovable "fact" that the adoption of a graduated
personal income tax would materially affect their
business.

r1

I

Experts

The record states the obvious:

L~h~

disagree ~ whether and to what extent appellants wou d
be affected by such a tax.

Yet the court

L decl/ned
below eef iaeQ.

construe §8 to allow corporate expenditures

to

~ when

management holds a good faith, reasonable belief that
corporation's interests will be materially affected by t e
____________ ___J

[~, ~ ~~en

assuming that the rationale behind the
().

materially affecting requirement itself

10

~/\

unobjectionable, the limitation still would have an
impermissible chilling effect on protected speech.

Much

valuable information which a corporation might be
particularly able to provide would remain unpublished
because

coFpOF& ~

management would not be willing to risk

the substantial criminal penalties provided for in

§8. ~

New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 279 (1964);
Smith v. California, 361
Randall, 357

u.s.

u.s.

147, 151 (1959); Speiser v.
Winters v. New York,

513, 526

the burden and

333U.S. 507,509-10 (1948).

expense of litigating the issue especially when what must
1\

be established is a complex and amorphous economic concept

~

11. i_ii}

J

Comm 'fl

v,

/1.:dtf:.OI)

J

tfi1

w·

u.s.

,

1SC..,t1S/fl

f,nf lay m en f _

T

Kelcrlt ons

I

( 11'76),

16 7 ) IIi- 7&

N-13

"
- would place an undue burden on the exercise of the
constitutional

1[

•n})

free dissemination of ideas

J/

. . .?!. be
fY

righ~ ~ ~he

the loser." Smith v. California, supra; see

Freedman v. Maryland, 380

;o ~

u.s.

51, 59-60 (1965).

l /qfe

It is too ~ to suggest "that the

dependence of a communication on the expenditure of money
operates itself to introduce a nonspeech element or to
reduce the exacting scrutiny required by the First
Amendment."

Buckley v. Valeo, 424

u.s.,

at 16; see New

York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S., at 266.
Furthermore, §8 is an "attempt directly to control speech
. • • rather [than] to protect, from an evil shown to be
grave, some interest clearly within the
legislative concern."

s~ e of

Speiser v. Randall, 357

u.s.

513,

527 (1958).

Compare United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S.,

367 (1968).

Here, even more than in Buckley, "it is

beyond dispute that the interest in regulating the alleged
'conduct' of giving or spending money 'arises in some
measure because the communication allegedly is integral to
the conduct is itself thought to be harmful."

Buckley,

424 U.S., at 17 (quoting O'Brien, supra, at 382).
~~ ~-

The court justified its deferential standard

of review more explicitly in its discussion of appellants'
equal protection claim:

N-14
"We think the appropriate standard of review
on this issue is not the strict scrutiny that the
plaintiffs suggest is apposite but, rather, is
the traditional scrutiny involving economic
matters. While we agree with the plaintiffs that
where free speech is involved strict scrutiny is
required • • • , we have already concluded that
the plaintiffs do not possess First Amendment
rights on matters not shown to affect materially
their business, property or assets."
App. to Jurisdictional Statement 22 (citations omitted).
1~ ~

by

§

The court did advert to the interests served

8 in rejecting appellants' equal protection

argument.

The court reasoned that the inclusion of

business corporations in §8, but not entities such as
unincorporated associations, partnerships, labor unions,
or nonprofit corporations, might be attributable to the
fact that the latter entities do not have shareholders:
"Section 8 could represent a legislative desire to protect
such shareholders against ultra vires activities".
to Jurisdictional Statement 22.

App.

The court found

justification for the non-inclusion of other entities that
have shareholders, such as business trusts and real estate
investment trusts, in the supposition that "the
Legislature may justifiably have concluded that such
trusts did not present the type of problem in this area
presented by general business corporations."

Id. 23.

court did not specify which "type of problem" it meant.

The

N-15
, ; ~ In addition to prohibiting corporate

/~
I

/

contributions and expenditures for the purpose of
influencing the vote on a ballot question submitted to the
voters,

§

8 also proscribes corporate contributions or

expenditures "for the purpose of aiding, promoting or
preventing the nomination or antagonizing the interests of
any political party."

LtAe-

See note 2 supra.

In this respect,

st~_/
is not unlike many other state and fede ral laws

j:

regulating corporate participation in partisan candidate
elections.
~ not

JTh~

constitutionality of this aspect of §8 is

at issue here.

~ It

-warrants emphasis that: appellants do not

challenge the constitutionality of laws prohibiting or
limiting corporate contributions to political candidates

*

v

or committees, or other means of influencingcandidate
elections.

u.s.

Cf. Buckley v. Valeo, 424

1 (1976);

United States v. Pipefitters Local No. 562, 407 U.S. 385
(1972); United States v. UAW, 352
States v. CIO, 335

u.s.

u.s.

106 (1948).

567 (1957); United

While we have said

that legislation regulating participation in partisan
elections "operate[s] in an area of the most fundamental
First Amendment activities", Buckley, supra, at 14, we
also have recognized that campaign contributions are of a
different order than expenditures to promote "the

N-16
e xposition of ideas".

Winters v. New York, 354 U.S. 476,

484 (1957), quoted in Buckley,

supra. ~

Buckley we

treated contributions to candidates or political
committees differently from independent expenditures
because of t he greater threat large contributions pose to
the integrity of the electoral process and their more
limited furtherance of First Amendment interests.
While we said in Buckley that independent
expenditures by individuals and groups for the purpose of
advocating the election or defeat of a candidate are "no
less entitled to protection under the First Amendment than
the discussion of political policy generally or advocacy
of the passage or defeat of legislation,"

424 U.S., at

48, the same might or might not be true with respect to
similar expenditures by

corporations.

Because an

individual citizen has the right to vote, while a
I

corporation does not, their respective interests in

I

supporting or opposing a candidate might differ.

More

importantly, the strength of the governmental interest in

I
I

preventing corruption or the appearance of corruption
would have to be assessed.

I

Buckley was not concerned with

corporate expenditures in connection with an electioh to
federal office, which are prohibited by the Federal
Corrupt Practices Act, 18

I
I

u.s.c.

§610.

~

Whether or not

such corporate expenditures may constitutionally be
prohibited would depend on the degree to which, on the one

N-17
hand, such expenditures implicated First Amendment
interests and, on the other hand, whether such corporate
advocacy

11

appear[ed] to pose dangers of real or apparent

corruption . . . • 11

---

L1.J/1JHA
A/ constituti on al it~
v of L+a
l i/Ijhe
-- ~ is

not before us/'\
.J
I
s UAet-f I)JO()/d be. rre)er)t
I 11
IH view ejJ"the highly sensitive issuejl pGsf by the
f(.
chc:dL;ye.
/?; t~,) .. f>

)ws of(a.f,''j

c..orrortdt

.

r~( jf~/t<,ll'

Buckley, supra, at 46.

If\

r~am u;~ndi dale.

convergance of First Amendment interests and Congress'

/tU,V'", ~

Covr1 hM

elecJioAS

--

efforts to preserve the

11

integrity of our electoral

~ wn'>f~ u,·~

process,

hu1) amaru.

J--

United States v. UAW, hllis Cou ?t has str i'<>•en inLCorrvft Prete/ ice~
/he-pas~ the ~edera ~ Ac~ to.-eonforrn--too y--L I g'
u. s'
~ bI 0 . /
constituti~nad Jlequirements
Pipefitters, supra; United
11

c.

States v. UAW, supra, United States v. CIO, supra.
Similarly, applications of the statute in the future will
have to be judged on the basis of specific facts.

Only

then will it be possible to assess the the degree of
infringement on allegedly protected expression and the

I
I

natu re and wei ght of the governmental interest.

aq ~
u.s.

--~

United States v. United Auto. Workers, 352

567, 575 (1957).
,.

J

;tf ,r.

See note 2~ , supra.

~~ ~-

Appellee insists that appellants

traditionally have made contributions, not expenditures,
to influence the votes on graduated
questions.

tax ballot

Brief for Appellee 33 n. 20.

But appellee

misunderstands our discussion in Buckley v. Valeo, 424
U.S. 1 (1976), of the difference for First Amendment

•.

lfp/ss
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is not challenged,

Although this provision
we note that in

not unlike many other

state and federal

corporate participation

in partisan candidate elections , .or .l.imitill! eoFFJOFate 0"
eoRtrib~tien~

to political

eaRdid a te~

or

eommittQQ ~Cf.

Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 76; United States v.
Pipefitters Local No. 562, 407 U.S. 385 (1972); United
States v. UAW, 352 U.S. 567 (1957); United States v. CIQ,
335 U.S. 106 (1948).

While we have said that legislation

nJ

regulati et\ participation in partisan election "operate[s]

"

'
in an area of the most
fundamental First Amendment

activites" Buckley, supra, at 14, we also have recognized
that campaign contributions are of a different order than
expenditures to promote "the exposition of ideas".
Winters v. New York, 354 U.S. 476, 484 (1957) quoted in
Buckley, supra.
Although the constitutionality of corporate
participation in partisan candidate elections is not
before us, this Court has emphasized the vitally important
state interest in preserving the "integrity of our
electoral process," United States v. UAW, supra, and has
/4.-L ;. . ~"-<' _, '-{ / "
4,_,1,
4 _,!.
recognized this interest in sustaining pertineny federal
~

legislation.

"

Pipefitters, supra; United States v. UAW,

supra; United States v. CIO, supra.

?

Note to Nancy:

This note addresses the sensitive issue

that has concerned both of us.

Your note 22 reflects a

great deal of careful thought on your part.

It seems

best, at least in our first circulations, not to address
the issue in such detail.

The above summary treatment of

it may draw "fire" from dissenting colleagues.
what they say.

Lets see

N-18
purposes between contributions and independent
expenditures.

In Buckley we were concerned exclusively

with elections to federal office.

We drew a distinction

between contributions to candidates or political

l e.q/aini'2J/

committees and independent expenditures, g~ rviR~ that
"a limitation upon the amount that any one person
or group may contribute to a candidate or
political committee entails only a marginal
restriction upon the contributor's ability to
engage in free communication. A contribution
serves as a general expression of support for the
candidate and his views, but does not communicate
the underlying basis for the support. A
limitation on the amount of money a person may
give to a candidate or campaign organization thus
involves little direct restraint on this
political communication. . • . While
contributions may result in political expression
if spent by a candidate or an association to
present views to the voters, the transformation
of contributions into political debate involves
speech by someone other than the contributor."
Id. at 20-21.

Here appellants' contributions have not

been to a candidate or political committeeAas an
~--------------

expression of support. J The money, though aggregated and
funneled through a committee, went directly toward the

Although appellants
"contributions" to a coordinating committee,
these are not the kind of contributions with which we
concerned in Buckley.

agree with the

t

Massachuse¢ts court, App. to Jurisdictional Statement 10,
n. 11, that it is unnecessary for purposes OE this ~

~ to classify appellants' disbursements as either
"contributions" or "expenditures".

N-19

__.---- --Even

the "expenditures" at issue in Buckley were

those "relative to a clearly identified candidate".

u.s.c.

§ 608 (e) (1) (

).

18

The Court construed this phrase

comm!lnicc;;~1ion ./

to mean expressly "advocating the election or defeat of" a
candidate.

424 U.S., at 42.

Despite this assurance that

independent expenditures and the expression of views would
apply only when the dangers associated with supporting or
opposing candidates were clearly present, the independent
expenditure ceiling was struck down because "it heavily
burden[ed] core First Amendment expression."

Id., at 48.

~1 )-(i. See Schwartz v. Romnes, 495 F.2d 844, 851
(CA2 1974); C & C Plywood Corp. v. Hanson, 420 F. Supp.
1254 (D. Mont. 1976), appeal docketed, No. 76-3118, CA9,
Sept. 29, 1976; Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. v. Berkeley, 60
Cal. App. 3d 123, 131 Cal. Reptr. 350, ___ P.

(1976);

Advisory Opinion on Constitutionality of 1975 PA 227,
396 Mich. 465, 491, 493-95 (1976).
27.
1974).

Schwartz v. Romnes, 495 F.2d 844, 850 (CA2

The genesis of the ban on corporate campaign

contributions in both the Federal Corrupt Practices Act,
18 U.S.C. § 610, and N.Y. Election Law§ 460, has

~

beentraced to Elihu Root's address to the Constitutional
Convention of the State of New York in 1894.

See United

States v. UAW, supra, at 571; Schwartz v. Romnes, supra,

N-20
at 849-50.

Root proclaimed that

lJ¥v

"the time f!tae-1 come when something ought to be
done to put a check to the giving of $50,000 or
$100,000 by a great corporation toward political
purposes, upon the understanding that a debt is
created from a political party to it, a debt to
be recognized and repaid with the votes of
representatives in the Legislature and in
Congress . . • . "
1894 Convention Record 894-95, quoted in Schwartz v.
Romnes, supra, at 850.
28.

Disclosure requirements are an obvious means

of assuming that voters will be able properly to evaluate
the "pressures" to which they are being subjected and of
preventing special interests from "masquerading as
proponents of the public weal."
347

United States v. Harriss,

u.s. 612, 625 (1954): see Buckley, 424 u.s., at

66-67.

If the identity of the corporate speaker

accompanies the communication to the public, voters
presumably will be competent to evaluate whatever bias may
be contained in the communication.

a1
(1940).

~ See Thornhill v. Alabama, 310 U.S. 88, 95
See also Buckley, 424 U.S., at 57: Sullivan, 376

· u.s., at

Meiklejohn, The First Amendment is an

Absolute, 1961 S. Ct. Rev. 245, 263.

30

~.

Virginia State Bd. of Pharmacy v. Virginia

Citizens Consumers Council, Inc., 425 U.S., 748,
(1976).

N-21

31

~

The State's paternalism is illustrated most

graphically by comparing the prohibition of

§

8 with the

absence of a law prohibiting lobbying by

&

corporations,which are free to exert as much influence on
the people's representatives as their resources and
inclinations permit.

Presumably the Legislature thought

its members competent to resist the pressures and
blandishments of lobbying but had markedly less confidence
in the electorate.

If the First Amendment protects the

right of corporations to petition the Legislature, see

\
\

He~rriss

I

..:..v.:..._..;_,__ _ )

t-

6/')-- I

I

California Motor Transp. v. Trucking Unlimited, 404

u.s.

508, 510-11 (1972); ~~~~~
~r~i~s~sr-----~) Eastern R.R.

I

Presidents Conf. v. Noerr Motor Freight, Inc., 365

u.s.

127, 137-38 (1961), then there surely is an equally great
interest in having corporate views presented to the people
when they are to take action in their sovereign capacity.
3~ ~

The Massachusetts Legislature has voted four

times, by substantial margins, to submit to the voters a
proposed constitutional amendment that would authorize
enactment of a graduated income tax.
rejected the proposed amendment.

Each time

t~rs

The vote in 1976 was

wholly uninfluenced by corporate participation because of
the decision of the Supreme Judicial Court sustaining the
validity of

§

8.

N-22

-jfi; no1e

t.OJid be

~ee.-uf·

~

32.

Appellee's comparison of this situation with

the need for sustaining confidence in government by
prohibiting civil servants from taking an active part in

u.s.c.

partisan politics,

Service~Comm'n
I

); see Civil

§

v. Letter Carriers, supra; United Pub.

Lt.Jo,.. ker~
Emp!t yees v. Mitchell, 330

u.s.

) , is difficult to

75

tl~;nd, let alone endorse.
33.
with ~

The State may not assert such an interest

respect to appellant banks, however, which are

creatures and instrumentalities of the federal

nofe.. lA/
government.

5cl

r._. •

• [siees ~ The State may not prohibit such

banks from doing business in the State, as it may with
respect to ordinary corporations •
34.

s

.: ee
.-t-: :,
Appell~ conten~~at

a requirement

of unanimous shareholder approval would safeguard

~f.s a-~L u~-df ~~ ~~.
adequately the rights of minority shareholder ~

Appellee

•

~,_.~r

~~ explain/~ why the dissenting shareholder's

"

wishes are entitled to

~~citude

--"--~ , ~

at t

in this

hy
(_:JM,emelli or'/

madt

context than in many others wherel a predetermined
percentage of the shareholders.
Corporate

contributio~ to

1 ·,Y\ fvriA ef'~h/e

nf ./

charity andl the public

welfare are now permitted in many states, see,

~.g.,

th e r e, as~ here, the shareholder who disagrees with a

N-23

decision to spend or contribute has avenues of redress

(

I
within the corporate

democracyA~hrough

a derivative

suit~ or ~ challenging )such disbursements

\
I

\

vires.

A\

---.

as ultra

The latter traditionally have served as means of

contesting disbursements by management alleged to have

\
I

I

~

I

been made in the personal interest of management raher

\

\

j
}

I

I

I

than the interest of the corporation.

/
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Rider a, p. N-12 (Bellotti)

As the facts in this case illustrate, see ___ , supra,
management can never be sure whether a court will disagree
with its judgment as to the effect upon the corporation's
business of the particular referendum issue.

lfp/ss

2/11/78

17.

Rider A, p. N-10 (Bellotti

In emphasizing the societal interest and the

fact that the rationale of these cases did not turn on the
affect upon the "speaker's" business interests, we do not
say that such interests may not be relevant or important in
a different context.

There may be, for example, equal

protection implications in some circumstances.

We simply

express no view on such questions;

Note to Nancy:

This new note 17 should keyed, as indicated

in pen, at the end of the paragraph on page 23 of the
text.

Also, as I have indicated, I would omit - at this

time - your present notes 16 and 17 (N-9, N-10) as
peripheral.
rebuttal.

Keep them in your file for possible use in

lfp/ss

Rider A, p. 22 {Bellotti}

2/11/78

Nor are the Court's decisions in the commercial
speech cases, that appellee also seeks to distinguish,
grounded upon any rationale of the speech's affect upon the
corporation's business.

Rather, those cases explicitly

recognized the public's interest in receiving information
about commercial as well as political matters.

They make

clear that the First Amendment goes beyond mere protection
of the press and the self expression of individuals in its
prohibiton of governmental limitation on the flow of
information to the public.

lfp/ss

2/11/78

Rider A, p. 19 (Bellotti)

c
The court below was not unaware of the courts
decisions sustaining First Amendment rights of
corporations.

It agreed with appellee's contention that

corporarte First Amendments rights are limited to
corporations in the communications business or corporations
through which individuals express themselves, and viewed
the "materially affecting" theory as the conceptual common
denominator between appellee's position and the precedents
of this Court.

In short, it is contended that the

materially affecting requirement was satisfied in the
Court's decisions affording protection to newspapers,
New York Times v. Sullivan, supra: Grosjean, supra,

~.g.,

lfp/ss

2/11/78

6.

Rider A, p. N-3a {Bellotti)

The Court also rejected appellants' argument

that the second sentence of §8 was an irrebuttable
evidentiary presumption violative of constitutional
rights.

In view of our broader holding that the First

Amendment rights of a corporation are not limited to
matters affecting its business interests, we do not reach
this second argument of appellants.

lfp/ss

2/11/78

Rider A, p. N-15 (Bellotti)

Although this provision of

§~

is not challenged,

we note that in this respect §8 is not unlike many other
state and federal laws prohibiting corporate participation
in partisan candidate elections or limiting corporate
contributions to political candidates or committees.
Buckley v. Valeo, 424

u.s.

Cf.

1, 76; United States v.

Pipefitters Local No. 562, 407 U.S. 385 (1972); United
States v. UAW, 352 U.S. 567 (1957); United States v. CIO,
335 U.S. 106 (1948).

While we have said that legislation

regulation participation in partisan election "operate[s]
in an area of the most fundamental First Amendment
activites" Buckley, supra, at 14, we also have recognized
that campaign contributions are of a different order than
expenditures to promote "the exposition of ideas".
Winters v. New York, 354 U.S. 476, 484 (1957) quoted in
Buckley, supra.
Although the constitutionality of corporate
participation in partisan candidate elections is not
before us, this Court has emphasized the vitally important
state interest in preserving the "integrity of our
electoral process," United States v. UAW, supra, and has
recognized this interest in sustaining pertinent federal
legislation.

Pipefitters, supra; United States v. UAW,

supra; United States v. CIO, supra.

Note to Nancy:

This note addresses the sensitive issue

that has concerned both of us.

Your note 22 reflects a

great deal of careful thought on your part.

It seems

best, at least in our first circulations, not to address
the issue in such detail.

The above summary treatment of

it may draw "fire" from dissenting colleagues.
what they say.

Lets see

lfp/ss

2/11/78

Rider A, p. 31 (Bellotti)

Finally we are told that corporations are wealthy
and powerful, and that their views

m~y

drown out other

points of view as well as weaken citizen confidence in the
democratic process.

But there has been no showing that the

relative voice of corporations has been overwhelming or
even significant in influencing referenda in
31
Massachusetts, let alone that there has been any
threat to citizen's confidence in government.

32

If appellee's arguments were supported by record
or legislative findings that corporate advocacy threatened
to undermine democratic processes, and thereby defeat
rather than serve First Amendment interests, these
arguments would merit serious weight in the balancing of
First Amendment rights.
FCC, 390 U.S., at 395.

Cf. Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v.

lfp/ss

2/11/78

Rider A, p. 34 (Bellotti

Moreover, the fact that §8 is limited to banks and business
corporations is not without relevnce.

Excluded from its

provisions and criminal sanctions are other in which
numbers of persons may hold an interest or membership.
Thus, the exclusion of such entities as Massachusetts
buisness trusts, real estate investment trusts, unions and
other associations, undermines the plausibility of the
state's purported concern for persons who happen to be
stockholders in banks and business corporations.

lfp/ss

2/11/78

Rider A, p. 35 (Bellotti

The shareholders of a corporation, acting through
their power to elect the Board of Directors or to insist
upon protective provisions in the corporation's charter,
normally are presumed competent to protect corporate
interests.

In addition to the familiar shareholder

intercorporate remedies, minority stockholders have access
to the judicial remedies of a derivative suit or an ultra
vires action challenging corporate disbursements alleged to
hae been made for improper corporate purposes or merely to
further personal interests of management.

lfp/ss

1/30/78

Rid~~E-·1..__l_!!ellotti)

M

In this case the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial

~

Court held, in sustaining a state criminal statute
forbidding expenditures by bankers and business
corporations in support of or against referenda questions
submitted to the voters, that the First Amendment rights of
a corporation are limited to matters that material l y affect
its business, property or assets.

The court rejected

appellant's claim that the statute abridged freedom of
speech in violation of the First and Fourteenth
Amendments.

The issue presented in this context is one of

first impression in this Court.

We postponed jurisdiction

of this appeal to consideration of the merits.
reverse.

We now

lfp/ss

Rider A, p. 30 (Bellotti)

1/30/78
~

~ J ·~J--t-';

Appellee~ contends,

fioweq~,

that the state's

interest in sustaining the active role of the individual
citizen and preventing the undue influence of corporations
is especially great with respect to referenda.

This is

said to be t ~ e because referenda involve the direct
participation of the people in the law-making process, and
the people are especially susceptible to being
•overwhelmed" by corporate advocacy.

rlf

made on the basis

of record or legislative findings supporting it, and in the
context of a more aptly structured statute, this argument
might merit weight in the balancing of First Amendment
rights against the asserted state interests.

But here the

argument is supported neither by findings nor is the
statute reasonably related to any substantial state
concern.

J
Corporate advertisements certainly may influence

voters in a referendum.

That would be their purpose, and

normally one wholly compatible with the First Amendment.
That advocacy may be successful with the electorate is
hardly a reason to suppress it:

The Constitution "protects

expression which is eloquent no less than that which is
unconvincing."

u.s.,

at

Kingsley Pictures Corp. v. Regents, 360

689 ~But we are told that ~porations are

wealthy and powerful, and that the

2.

danger is that their views may drown out other points of
views.

Even if there were a basis in fact or experience

for this concern, there would be serious obstacles to any
attempt by government to fashion constraints.
recently in Buckely v. yaleo, 424

u.s.,

We noted

at 48-49, that "the

concept that government may restrict the speech of some
elements of our society in order to enhance the relative
voice of others is wholly foreign to the First Amendment ••
"

In this case there has been no showing even that
the "relative voice" of corporations has been significant,
much less overwhelming, in influencing the referenda that
prompted this legislation.

The Massachusetts Legislature

has voted four times, by substantial margins to submit to
the voters a proposed constitutional amendment that would
authorize enactment of a graduated income tax.

Each time

the voters rejected the proposed amendment, the 1976
rejection being wholly uninfluenced by corporate
participation.

The decision of the Supreme Judicial Court

on September 28, 1976, sustaining the validity of §8
foreclosed any such participation.

Apart from this empiric

refutation of the state's "overwhelming" argument, we note
that the argument also assumes that corporations

3.

are likely to be monolithic in their perception of the
merit of refernda issues and speak with one voice.

There

must be thousands of corporations, varying in size from
small family businesses to the national giants,
incorporated under the laws of or doing business in
Massachusetts.

It defies the experience of our national

diversity to suggest, as a general premise, an overwhelming
degree of unanimity on referenda issues.

Even with respect

to the proposal of a tax on personal incomes, one may
assume with reason that there is less likelihood of
unanimity among corporate entities than among individual
taxpayers.
It is not without relevance, in weighing the
importance and seriousness of the state's professed concern
as to undue influence on the electoral process, that §8 is
limited to banks and business corporations.

Excluded from

its provisions and criminal sanctions are other entities
such as Massachusetts business trusts, real estate trusts,
nonprofit corporations, labor unions and other
unincorporated associations.

It cannot be said that these

entities, viewed collectively or as they may be classified
into groups, lack the financial or political resources to
exercise significant influence on issues submitted to

4.

referenda.

Yet the state offers no satisfactory reason for

focusing its concern only on businesses operating as
corporations.

Moreover, Massachusetts law apparently

imposes no limitation on lobbying by corporate or other
entities, all of which are free to exert as much influence
as their resources and desires permit on the peoples'
representatives.

Presumably the legislature thought its

members competent to resist the pressures and blandishments
of lobbying but had markedly less confidence in the
competency of the electorte to resist public advocacy by
the same corporations.

lfp/ss
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In this

Rider A,

caseJ ~

~1

(Bellotti)

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial

LtAe1t hr b!!fu

L!:;_ s
courtl held

in sustaining a state criminal statute
-:::;.

l

Lc'/1' II , r

forbiddin~ expenditures byfbank~s and business

l•

fe
'
I
JJ..J
corporations in support of or against refe~nda question&
submitted to the voters Jlthat the First Amendment rights of
a corporation are limited to matters that materially affect
its business, propertyAor assets.

appellant~ claim

The court rejected

)

that the statute abridge¢ freedom of

speech in violation of the First and Fourteenth
Amendments.

The issue presented in this context is one of

first impression in this Court.

We postponed jurisdiction

of this appeal to consideration of the merits.
reverse.

We now

